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Three data acquisition schemes for two-particle coincidence experiments with a continuous source

are discussed. The single-start/single-stop technique, implemented with a time-to-pulse-height

converter, results in a complicated spectrum and breaks down severely at high count rates. The

single-start/multiple-stop setup, based on a time-to-digital converter and the first choice in today’s

similar coincidence experiments, performs significantly better at high count rates, but its

performance is still hampered if the time-of-flight range is large, and the false coincidence

background is variable if the event frequency and the collection efficiency of the starts are both high.

A straightforward, multistart/multistop setup is proposed for coincidence experiments. By collecting

all detector data, it ensures the highest signal-to-noise ratio, constant background, and fast data

acquisition and can now be easily constructed with commercially available time-to-digital

converters. Analytical and numerically evaluated formulas are derived to characterize the

performance of each setup in a variety of environments. Computer simulated spectra are presented

to illustrate the analytically predicted features of the various raw time-of-flight distributions

obtained with each technique. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2776012�

INTRODUCTION

There are three methods to carry out ion time-of-flight

experiments: pulsed ion production, e.g., by a pulsed ioniz-

ing laser,
1,2

pulsed ion extraction,
3,4

and continuous ion

extraction.
5

If the ionization process is inherently continuous

on the experimental time scale, such as a discharge lamp or a

synchrotron light source, the first technique is not an option.

If the aim is to select certain ions from the experimentally

created multitude, the ion time-of-flight �TOF� analysis

needs to be correlated with the selecting signal. A common

experiment involves measuring ions in coincidence with en-

ergy selected photoelectrons, generally referred to as photo-

electron photoion coincidence �PEPICO�, in which ions of

selected internal energies are of interest.
5–7

Another selected

photoion study involves doubly charged ions dissociating to

two fragment ions, which can be investigated by detecting all

fragment ions in mutual coincidence, a method termed pho-

toion photoion coincidence �PIPICO�.8 In some cases, the

photoelectrons and both fragment ions are studied in triple

coincidence �PEPIPICO�.9

Due to the opposing requirement of high electron energy

resolution, which in the past has dictated low extraction

fields, and the desired high ion collection efficiency, which is

enhanced by high extraction fields, coincidence experiments

often pulse the ions out of the ionization region once the

photoelectron has been detected.
10–15

Pulsed extraction

means that ions are accumulated in the ionization region for

a certain time until they are extracted following a start pulse.

This may lead to more false coincidences and possibly many

more counts per TOF cycle than in a continuous experi-

ment. These issues have been addressed by Luhmann.
16

Powis and Downie have proposed a random start generator

to account for the false coincidences in pulsed techniques

experimentally.
17

In this article, we deal exclusively with the case of a

continuous extraction field, for which there are two common

data acquisition setups. Time-to-pulse-height converters

�TPHCs� also known as time-to-amplitude converters

�TACs� start the TOF analysis when a start signal arrives,

count until the first stop signal is obtained, and supply a

pulse, the height of which is a function of the elapsed time of

flight.
5

This results in single-start/single-stop �SS� data ac-

quisition. Start signals are lost while the TPHC is waiting for

the stop to arrive, and further stop signals are also lost when

the first stop signal �either the desired stop or a false coinci-

dence� is recorded, i.e., the TPHC may be paralyzed as it is

unable to collect multiple stops in a TOF cycle. Time-to-
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digital converters �TDC’s� are used to circumvent the latter

shortcoming of the TPHC’s, namely, the inability to collect

more than one stop for a single start signal. TDC’s wait for a

start, count for a preset time interval, and record all stops that

arrive with a given time resolution.
18

However, start signals

are still lost while the TDC acquisition cycle is running;

hence it is a single-start/multiple-stop �SM� setup.

When the ion production and extraction are both con-

tinuous, the general agreement appears to be that the back-

ground, false coincidence stop signal is uncorrelated with the

TOF save for paralysis effects, thus the SM background

should be constant in the whole TOF range.
16,17,19,20

How-

ever, we will show that this is only exactly true when all

experimental data are registered in the multiple-start/

multiple-stop �MM� scheme. This can be achieved with a

master clock to time the start and stop events and by estab-

lishing the correlation between the two spike trains. Due to

the fact that ions born in different stages of an SS or SM

experiment �a TOF cycle running versus the idle time periods

in between� have different chances of contributing to the

measured false coincidence signal, the false coincidence sig-

nal is not uncorrelated with the start signal. As supported by

simulations, we will show that this correlation may have a

detrimental effect on the quality of the TOF spectra when

both the ionization frequency and the start collection effi-

ciency are high.

It is the expected high ionization rate at the continuous,

newly built imaging photoelectron photoion coincidence ex-

periment �iPEPICO� at the X04DB vacuum ultraviolet

�VUV� beamline of the Swiss Light Source �Villigen, Swit-

zerland� that has prompted us to propose a new way to pro-

cess the detector signals and to reexamine the issue of false

coincidences and the resulting uncertainties in the TOF spec-

tra. In this experiment, both electrons and ions are extracted

by a continuous field of between 20 and 40 V/cm. Electron

energy resolution of less than 10 meV has already been ob-

tained in a laboratory based experiment,
5,6

a resolution that is

expected to improve to 1 meV with the new synchrotron

based experiment.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The experiment is defined by the ionization event fre-

quency �f�, the collection efficiencies for start and stop sig-

nals, i.e., electrons and ions in an electron-ion coincidence

setup ��e, �i�, and the probability distribution of the ion TOF

�p�t�, �0
tmaxp�t�dt=1�. The information in the PEPICO TOF

distribution is threefold: the peak positions correspond to ion

masses, the relative peak areas correspond to ion abun-

dances, and the peak shapes can be used to derive either

direct kinetic information of the photodissociation
5,21

or a

measure of the kinetic energy release in its course.
22

We

assume a p�t� with two arbitrarily shaped peaks, both of

which have a width w and 0 intensity outside the peaks. The

peaks occupy the �tA, tA+w� and �tB, tB+w� time-of-flight

intervals. Let r��tA

tA+wp�t�dt /�0
tmaxp�t�dt=�tA

tA+wp�t�dt=cA /c,

where c=cA+cB, i.e., the total number of true coincidences

and cA and cB denote the number of true coincidences ob-

served for peaks A and B, respectively. True coincidences are

the ones for which the start and the stop signals stem from a

single ionization event. All others are false coincidences, but

only start and stop signals from different ionization events

are considered here. Surface electrons and background ions

are examples of other potential sources of false coincidences.

The experiment runs for Ttot time, during which cA and cB

true coincidences are collected in the two TOF peaks. We

choose the statistical uncertainty in the peak area ratio �r as

a quality indicator, since peak shapes are also closely related

to relative peak areas but are more difficult to describe gen-

erally. The statistical uncertainty in cA and cB ��cA and �cB�
as well as in the false coincidence background cFA and cFB

��cFA and �cFB� contribute to the uncertainty in the peak

area ratio r. The variables cA, cB, cFA, and cFB are uncor-

related �hence the uncertainty in the total peak area is

�c̄X
2 =�cX

2 +�cFX
2 , X=A, B�, and, according to the law of error

propagation
23 �r2=�X��r /�cX�2�c̄X

2 the uncertainty in the

peak area ratio will be

�r =
�cA

2��cB
2 + �cFB

2 � + cB
2��cA

2 + �cFA
2 �

�cA + cB�2
. �1�

Furthermore, let us assume the Poisson standard deviation of

�cX=�cX.

In an ideal experiment with an ionization event fre-

quency f and in which false coincidences are absent, cA=rc

and cB= �1−r�c, where c=�e�ifTtot is the total number of

registered true coincidences,

�r =�r�1 − r�

c
�

1

�Ttot

. �2�

Consequently, the uncertainty of the peak area ratio is in-

versely proportional to the square root of the measurement

time. This relation will transpire to be the limiting behavior

for all �SS, SM, and MM� data acquisition techniques.

Events are normally collected in digital time bins, and

the average number of random counts in a start or stop time

bin is governed by the Poisson distribution,

Pk =
N̄k

k!
e−N̄, �3�

where k=0,1 ,2 , . . . , is the number of counts expected in a

time bin and N̄= fttime bin is the expectation value of the num-

ber of counts in a time bin.

Luhmann has extensively studied the paralytic effect of

more than one signal coinciding in a single channel.
16

In the

pulsed extraction mode, such events may be a problem.

However, in the continuous extraction case considered here,

if P1�0.01, multiple counts become negligible relative to

single hits ��0.5% �, and with an attainable time resolution

of 10 ns, this translates into a maximal detection frequency

of 1 MHz. If individual events are counted, electron and ion

detectors are rarely used above this rate; therefore, we

choose to neglect the Poisson paralysis in the derivation.

STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTY IN THE TOF SPECTRA

The description of the TOF distributions and their statis-

tical handling is simplest for the MM case and most demand-
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ing for the SS case, in reverse order of the complexity of

their implementation. Therefore, the MM TOF distributions

are described first. The MATHEMATICA 4.1 software package

was used in the derivation and evaluation of the SS, SM, and

MM formulas.
24

Multiple-start/multiple-stop data acquisition. All start

signals are correlated with all stop signals within the relevant

time interval. Therefore if exactly one true stop belongs to

each start signal, the total number of true coincidences will

be

cMM = �e�ifTtot cA,MM = rcMM, cB,MM = �1 − r�cMM.

�4�

Every stop signal has the same chance of contributing to the

false coincidence background in the TOF spectrum according

to Eq. �3�. Thus, the false coincidence background will be

uniform along the spectrum, and its total intensity along peak

width w is given as a product of the total number of starts

��efTtot� and the average number of ion counts ��ifw� in

time interval w,

cFA,MM = cFB,MM = �e�if
2Ttotw . �5�

Thus, the statistical uncertainties are according to the

Poisson standard deviation,

�cA,MM
2 + �cFA,MM

2 = �e�ifTtot�r + fw� ,

�cB,MM
2 + �cFB,MM

2 = �e�ifTtot�1 − r + fw� . �6�

Substituting Eqs. �5� and �6� into Eq. �1� the uncertainty

in the peak area ratio becomes

�rMM =� fw + r�1 − r��1 − 2fw�

�e�ifTtot

. �7�

Thus for the special case r=50%, �rMM

=
1

2
��1+2fw� /�e�ifTtot.

Single-start/multiple-stop data acquisition. In this setup,

not all start signals are recorded, because the start input is

dead during the TOF cycles. This setup closely resembles the

one described by Gellender and Baker,
19

with the important

difference that they suppose a homogeneous false coinci-

dence background, which is well founded in the �e	10−5

range but, as will be shown later, is inaccurate when the

event frequency and the electron collection efficiency are

both high. The total number of recorded starts equals the

total measurement time �Ttot� divided by the length of each

cycle �tmax� plus the average time �1/ f�e� the TDC waits for

the next start signal after the completion of the previous

cycle.

NSM =
Ttot

tmax + 1/f�e

. �8�

The true coincidence counts are, thus,

cSM = NSM�i =
Ttot�i

tmax + 1/f�e

,

cA,SM = rcSM, cB,SM = �1 − r�cSM. �9�

Three time lines can be distinguished for false coinci-

dence signals:

�a� Stop signals from ionization events having taken place

before the current cycle started while the TDC was

waiting for stops in a previous active cycle. Because

the start input of the TDC is dead during the previous

TOF cycle, the start signal is lost with certainty, and the

contribution to the false coincidence background is f�i.

�b� Stop signals from ionization events having taken

place before the current cycle started while the TDC

was inactive. Because the start input of the TDC was

active, the probability that the start signal was lost is

only �1−�e�, which results in a �1−�e�f�i contribution

to the false coincidence background.

�c� Stop signals from ionization events taking place after

the current cycle started. As in �a�, the start signal is

lost with certainty, since the start input of the TDC is

dead in the current cycle. This results in an f�i contri-

bution to the false coincidence background.

The stop signal is partitioned between cases �a� and �b�
and �c�, that is, the event resulting in the false stop taking

place before the current start versus that after current start,

according to the normalized TOF distribution p�t�. At time of

flight t0, the ratio can be calculated as �t0

tmaxp�t�dt :�0
t0p�t�dt.

Cases �a� and �b� still need to be separated. Let ��t� denote

the probability that the TDC was listening for a start at time

t preceding the current start. ��0�=1, since the TDC was

certainly listening for starts when it captured the current

start, and start signals come with an f�e frequency as a

Poisson series, hence the probability distribution of the

gap lengths between the TOF cycles can be described by

��t�=e−f�et. The ratios �a� : �b� : �c� are consequently �t0

tmax

�1−��t− t0��p�t�dt :�t0

tmax��t− t0�p�t�dt :�0
t0p�t�dt. The total

false coincidence frequency will be the sum of the three

components,

fF,SM�t0� = f�i
�
t0

tmax

�1 − ��t − t0��p�t�dt

+ �1 − �e��
t0

tmax

��t − t0�p�t�dt + �
0

t0

p�t�dt�
= f�i1 − �

t0

tmax

p�t��ee
−f�e�t−t0�dt� . �10�

The false coincidence counts for peaks A and B are ob-

tained by the integrals

cFA,SM = NSM�
tA

tA+w

fF,SM�t0�dt0,

cFB,SM = NSM�
tB

tB+w

fF,SM�t0�dt0. �11�

The error analysis can then be carried out according to

Eq. �1�.
Two crucial qualitative differences emerge when com-

paring the SM and MM TOF distributions. First, the false

coincidence background is not uniform in the SM spectra,

and its variation depends on the ionization frequency and the

start collection efficiency. The changing false coincidence
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background of the SM spectrum may affect the peak shapes

and shift the observed peak centroids. Second, the SM un-

certainty depends on the maximum flight time tmax predomi-

nantly through the number of cycles that fit in the total mea-

surement time �Eq. �8��, whereas the MM uncertainty does

not. This means that it is not possible to extend the SM TOF

range by, for instance, a reflectron, without paying a penalty

in the total accumulated signal and the signal-to-noise ratio.

No such limitation pertains to the MM case.

As the analytical form of the SM uncertainty is compli-

cated even for the simplest of TOF distributions and also

lacks guidance as to which parameters are of importance, one

can take an indirect approach. The ratio of the uncertainties

in the SM and MM spectra yields a relatively simple formula

in the w→0 limit, i.e., if the inhomogeneity in the false

coincidence background �the integral in Eq. �10�� can be ne-

glected. The SM spectrum thus becomes an MM spectrum

with fewer starts and proportionally fewer true and false

coincidences, and the w→0 limit can be used together with

the MM uncertainty expression in Eq. �7� to derive �rSM for

r=50%,

lim
w→0

�rSM

�rMM

=�cMM

cSM

= �1 + �eftmax,

and, by multiplying by �rMM,

�rSM 	
1

2
��1 + �eftmax��1 + 2fw�

�e�ifTtot

. �12�

Based on Eq. �12�, it is evident that the advantage of the MM

setup is largest when the electron collection efficiency, the

event frequency and the time-of-flight range are large. At the

same time, the performance ratio of the SM and MM setups

is independent of the stop collection efficiency, and the MM

and SM setups converge if the number of missed starts dur-

ing a TOF cycle ��eftmax� decreases. The SM uncertainty

function shows a minimum at f 	1/�2�etmaxw. Gellender

and Baker arrive at an equivalent formula in their work,

Eq. �7� in Ref. 19. They report this frequency as the exact

maximum of the signal-to-noise ratio, whereas it is only an

approximation neglecting the correlation of the false coinci-

dence background with the recorded start signals. Indeed, the

correlation is negligible in the start collection efficiency re-

gime they studied ��e=10−5�.
Single-start/single-stop data acquisition. In comparison

with the SM setup, the time-of-flight counting stops when

the first stop signal is received in this scheme. Therefore, the

resulting time-of-flight distribution is essentially a modified

SM spectrum in which each value is multiplied by the prob-

ability that no stops have been registered since the start sig-

nal. True coincidences, however, do not decrease the prob-

ability of registering another true coincidence, provided that

only one true stop belongs to each start. On the other hand,

false coincidence levels are decreased by both true and false

coincidence counts registered at earlier flight times. In con-

trast with the SM setup, the TOF clock is restarted every

time a stop signal is recorded. Therefore, the total number of

recorded starts will be higher during a given measurement

time.

The average number of recorded true coincidences per

TOF cycle in peaks A and B will thus be

�A,SS = �i�
tA

tA+w

p�t�exp− �
0

t

fF,SM�t0�dt0�dt = �ir/�A,

�B,SS = �i�
tB

tB+w

p�t�exp− �
0

t

fF,SM�t0�dt0�dt = �i�1 − r�/�B,

�13�

where the exponential part stands for the probability that the

detector records a false coincidence before recording the true

stop in the time range of the respective peaks �cf. Eq. �10��,
and �X �X=A , B� describes the paralysis of each peak. The

false coincidence signal is also paralyzed by the true coinci-

dences, thus the false coincidence background of the TOF

peaks involves a slightly different integral,

�FA,SS = �
tA

tA+w

fF,SM�t1�exp− �
0

t1

fF,SM�t0� + �ip�t0�dt0�dt1

= �
tA

tA+w

fF,SM�t1���t1�dt1,

�FB,SS = �
tB

tB+w

fF,SM�t1���t1�dt1, �14�

where ��t1� is the probability that neither a true nor a false

stop signal is detected until t1 in a TOF cycle.

The number of TOF cycles is calculated by taking into

account how much time it takes on average for the TOF

cycle to finish either by detecting a stop or by exceeding the

tmax limit without a stop, in addition to the time the TPHC

waits for the start signals as in Eq. �8�.

NSS =
Ttot

1/f�e + �
0

tmax

��t1�dt1

, �15�

where �0
tmax��t1�dt1 yields the average time it takes for the

TOF cycle to complete.

The true and false coincidence counts can be obtained

based on the number of cycles and the average values of the

counts per cycle: cX,SS=�XNSS. The true coincidence ratio is

rSS=cA,SS�A / �cA,SS�A+cB,SS�B� for the SS spectrum. There-

fore �cf. Eq. �1��,

�rSS =
�A�B

�cA,SS
2 ��cB,SS

2 + �cFB,SS
2 � + cB,SS

2 ��cA,SS
2 + �cFA,SS

2 �

�cA,SS�A + cB,SS�B�2
.

�16�

Equations �13�–�16� do not have an analytical form even

for the simplest TOF distributions; they have to be evaluated

numerically instead. However, two approximations can be

employed. First, in the limit of low start collection efficien-

cies, the false coincidence ion signal can be approximated as

constant f�i, neglecting the integral in Eq. �10� in the same

way as in obtaining Eq. �12�. Second, when signal levels are

high and paralysis plays a major role, the paralysis of the

false coincidence signal due to true coincidences can be ne-

glected compared to the paralysis due to false coincidences.
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Supposing the peaks are rectangular �of constant height� in

the �0,w�, �tmax−w , tmax� TOF ranges for peaks A and B,

respectively, the SS statistical uncertainty can be evaluated in

the w→0 limit.

lim
w→0

�rSS

�rMM

	��1 + q���e�q − 1� + pq�

2pq
,

where p=�ie
�i/2 and q=e�i/ftmax. Thus,

�rSS 	
1

2
��1 + q���e�q − 1� + pq��1 + 2fw�

2pq�e�ifTtot

. �17�

Equations �7�, �12�, and �17� enable a simple, analytic

comparison of the statistical uncertainty of the peak areas for

the three setups. The integral formalism can be employed to

derive an iterative false coincidence correction scheme for

the SM and SS setups �Eqs. �9�–�11� and �13�–�16�, respec-

tively�, which makes it possible to correct experimental data

accurately. The first guess for p�t� is typically straightfor-

ward, and computer simulations have shown that p�t�
converges generally quickly to an apparently well-defined

minimum.

Performance comparison. The performance of the SS,

SM, and MM data acquisition schemes is compared in

Figs. 1–3. The parameters were chosen to be in a range typi-

cally encountered in two-particle time-of-flight coincidence

experiments. The peak area is distributed evenly �r=50% �
and rectangular peaks are assumed with p�t�=1/ �2w� for

0� t�w and for tB� t� tB+w= tmax, whereas p�t�=0 other-

wise. Figure 1 illustrates the uncertainty in the peak area

ratios as a function of the event frequency. There are two SS

curves with the thin one being the approximate result from

Eq. �17�, and the thicker one the exact uncertainty with the

SS integrals numerically evaluated. From here on, the exact

results are plotted, but the approximate formulas �12� and

�17� perform fairly well. At low frequencies, the SS uncer-

tainty is large, because few events are recorded. As the fre-

quency increases, the uncertainty decreases. However, as the

frequency becomes even larger, the paralysis due to false

coincidences starts to affect the uncertainty relatively soon,

and the SS setup becomes progressively worse relative to the

SM result above 105 s−1 event frequency. Thus, the SS un-

certainty has a well-defined minimum at a relatively low

ionization frequency. Theoretically, the SS spectrum may ac-

tually be better than the SM spectrum, especially at high

collection efficiencies and TOF ranges, where NSS may be

significantly higher than NSM. Still, the SS and SM results

are significantly inferior to the MM result over the whole

frequency range.

Figure 2 illustrates the Ttot dependence of the uncertainty

with two different start collection efficiencies: 1% and 25%.

The SS setup is clearly inferior to the SM and MM cases,

with the SS1 curve being outside the plotted range. It is,

however, interesting that the true advantage of the MM setup

is only conspicuous at high start collection efficiencies �see

Eq. �12��. The total time-of-flight range also affects the SS

and SM spectra, as seen in Fig. 3. Although an increased

total TOF has an attenuated effect on the SM spectrum, the

relative uncertainty on the SM TOF distribution is more than

twice that of the MM one at a tmax higher than 100 	s.

FIG. 1. The effect of the event frequency on the relative peak area uncer-

tainty in the acquired TOF distribution. The modeled spectrum consists of

two equal, rectangular peaks in the �0,w� and �tmax−w , tmax� time range.

Acquisition parameters: tmax=200 	s, w=200 ns, Ttot=1000 s, �i=25%,

and �e=25%. The insert shows the uncertainty behavior over a larger fre-

quency interval. The thin curve running parallel to the SS curve is the one

evaluated with the approximate Eq. �17� formula.

FIG. 2. The relative uncertainty of the peak area as a function of Ttot for the

two indicated start collection efficiencies; 1% and 25%. The assumed two-

peak spectrum is the same as that in Fig. 1. Other acquisition parameters

were f =105 s−1, tmax=200 	s, w=200 ns, and �i=25%.

FIG. 3. The relative uncertainty of the peak area as a function of tmax for

the following acquisition parameters: f =105 s−1, w=200 ns, Ttot=1000 s,

�i=25%, and �e=25%. The assumed two-peak spectrum is the same as that

in Fig. 1.
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SIMULATIONS

Computer simulations have also been carried out to

check the derived noise-correction schemes iteratively and to

illustrate the predicted features in the false-coincidence back-

ground. A simple spectrum is presented with two Gaussian

peaks at 13.5 and 31.5 	s in Figs. 4 and 5. A Poisson event

series was generated, from which 50% of the start signals

and 90% of the stop signals were discarded. The raw simu-

lated spectra with the SS, SM, and MM data acquisition

techniques are shown in Fig. 4, with the MM signal divided

by 15 to bring the three on the same scale. A most interesting

feature is how the SM false-coincidence background changes

before and under the peak, an effect emphasized by the hori-

zontal dotted line to guide the eye, and one that actually

distorts the peak shapes in the spectrum. The SS spectrum is

also affected, but the effect is small compared to the paraly-

sis of the acquisition electronics. Even though the false co-

incidence barely remains a function of the SM and SS TOF’s

as the start collection efficiency decreases to 1%–10%, 50%

collection efficiencies are not unheard of,
25

and the nonlinear

distortion of the spectrum is clearly an undesired conse-

quence of these data acquisition techniques. We have used

the derived formulas to iteratively refine the SS and SM

spectra, and the results �together with the MM result with

the false-coincidence background subtracted� are shown in

Fig. 5. The errors in the observed peak area ratio �33.8%,

3.3%, and 2.2% for the SS, SM, and MM setups, respec-

tively� agree with the spectral quality observed by the bare

eye. The dips in the false coincidence background are effi-

ciently accounted for with the known electron collection ef-

ficiency for both the SM and SS setups, and it is also inter-

esting to see how the noise level in the SS setup increases

with the flight time due to the paralysis of the detection

electronics.

DISCUSSION

Three data acquisition techniques have been investigated

for continuous-source two-particle time-of-flight coincidence

experiments. The false coincidence background has been

described for the various data acquisition techniques, and

together with the true coincidence signal, it is used to calcu-

late the statistical uncertainty of the peak ratios in the TOF

distribution. The conventional single-start/single-stop tech-

nique breaks down at high event frequencies and is unsuit-

able for high intensity experiments. It is also shown that the

false-coincidence background can exhibit significant varia-

tions in the single-start/multiple-stop setup, especially at

high start collection efficiencies. The advantage of collecting

all detector data in the multiple-start/multiple-stop setup is

largest when the start collection efficiency and the total TOF

range are high. Nevertheless, the performance gain of the

MM setup is significant across a broad range of parameters.

Furthermore, the MM setup is not affected by long flight

times, making it easy to improve, eg., the mass resolution by

increasing the TOF range without compromising the total

measurement time.
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